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been mixed with a voice, performed by the
Swedish

composer

and

musician

Sten

Sandell. The reason for mixing the voice
with the environmental sounds was the
idea of using the voice as a type of reference sound for illustrating the acoustic
differences between the locations. The
strategy was therefore to create a voice
with an acoustic characteristic that radically differs from the acoustics of the nine
locations, and for that reason the voice
was executed and recorded in a church
and subsequently mixed together with the
recordings from the nine locations. Since
the acoustics of the voice remains the
same, it functions as a reference sound,
which makes it easier to distinguish the
acoustic characteristics at each location
i.e. when listening, the acoustic quality
becomes clearer since one relates each
location with the acoustics of the voice.
The listener will also note that the acoustics of the voice sounds more or less odd
at the different locations. However, at
some reverberant locations – such as TCentralen and Drottninggatan – the voice
harmonises

better

in

comparison

with

other locations. The voice is mixed one,
two or three times with each location
recording and lasts from thirteen to thirty
eight seconds. Even though the voice
acoustics remains the same, the expression of the voice differs – it consists of
three different articulations: 1) A ‘guttural
expression’. 2) A ‘fateful expression’. 3) A
‘street singing expression’.
Maps of Infrastructure, the District of Klara

The pictures ran from a video projector
and were projected on a white wall in the
exhibition room, the size of which was 4 x
6 metres. The sounds came from four
loudspeakers, placed in the corners and

The participants in the project team that
executed the Tiger project were as follows:
Björn Hellström:

Idea, executive supervisor – sound recording,
sound

mixing

and

graphic design.
Arild Lagerkvist:

Adviser, co-executor –
sound recording, sound
mixing,

programming

and graphic design.
Lars Befring:

Graphic

processing,

graphic design and coprogramming.
Sten Sandell:

Composer, voice execution and recording.

Thomas Huhn:

(Ljudligan

AB)

sound

mixing.
Niklas Almgren:

Loudspeaker design.

